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Abstract: Insight problem solving has been the topic of much investigation. It is believed widely that
insight critically contains the process of breaking one’s mental set. Recent functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) research on puzzle solving showed that insight was associated with activities in anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) and other areas (Luo and Niki [2003]: Hippocampus 13:274–281). We proposed
ACC might mediate processes of breaking one’s mental set, given its well-known role in cognitive conflict.
In the present research, high-density event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded to examine the
electrophysiologic correlates of insight problem solving. One hundred twenty interesting Chinese riddles
(half difficult and half easy) were adopted as materials. For each trial, subjects were either given an easy
puzzle followed by a keyword that was consistent with the subject’s initial thinking (“No-aha answer”),
or a difficult puzzle followed by a keyword that was consistent with an unusual interpretation, so that it
broke the subject’s initial mental set (“Aha answer”). Results from 14 subjects showed that Aha answers
elicited a more negative ERP deflection than did No-aha answers in the time window from 250–500 msec
after onset of the answer. The ERP difference wave (Aha minus No-aha answer) showed the maximum
amplitude over the central site (Cz) with a peak latency of 380 msec (N380). Voltage and current density
maps of the difference wave showed strong activity and current density in the frontocentral region. Dipole
analysis localized the generator of the N380 in the ACC. N380 therefore probably reflects an “Aha!” effect,
and the ACC generator may be involved in the breaking of mental set. Hum. Brain Mapp. 22:261–270, 2004.
© 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Since Köhler [1925] observed that chimpanzees could re-
solve problems suddenly, the processes of insight in prob-

lem solving have been the subject of much investigation
[e.g., Duncker, 1945; Kaplan and Simon, 1990; Knoblich et
al., 1999; Lavric et al., 2000; Maier, 1931; Ormerod et al.,
2002]. The term “insight” has been used to name the process
by which a problem solver suddenly moves from a state of
not knowing how to solve a problem to a state of knowing
how to solve it. Usually, solving insight problems such as
the candle problem, the two-string problem, and the nine-
dot problem does not require specific cognitive skills; every-
one is capable of finding the solution once the problem is
thought about in the correct direction. Why, then, are insight
problems so difficult to solve? Some researchers believe it is
because of mental fixation on an inappropriate view of the
problem content [Glucksberg, 1962; Isaak and Just, 1995;
Smith and Blankenship, 1991; Weisberg and Alba, 1981]. For
example, in the nine-dot problem, subjects are asked to
connect nine dots (in a three-by-three matrix-like arrange-
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ment) with four connected straight lines without retracing
and without lifting the pen off the paper until the end of the
final line. The problem’s difficulty is believed to arise from
the unwarranted assumption that the lines must not extend
outside the boundary of the square formed by the nine dots
[Scheerer, 1963]. Only when participants break this assump-
tion can they get to the solution of the problem. Insight
happens at the instant when mental fixation is broken,
which is sudden and characterized by the subjective “Aha!”
experience. The occurrence of insight or Aha! experience
means rethinking some basic assumptions about the prob-
lem content, which happens in a relatively sudden and
unpredictable manner.

For more than half a century, insight in humans and
animals has been investigated in behavioral studies [e.g.,
Epstein et al., 1984; Köhler, 1925; Knoblich et al., 1999; Lung
and Dominowski, 1985; Ormerod et al., 2002; Scheerer, 1963;
Weisberg and Alba, 1981]. However, the neural basis of
insight remains unknown. Recently developed brain imag-
ing techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI), positron emission topography (PET), and event-
related potentials (ERPs) have made it possible for us to
record precisely the brain activity associated with many
high-level cognitive processes. It remains difficult to inves-
tigate neural correlates of insight problem solving, however,
given that they are sporadic, unpredictable, short-lived mo-
ments of exceptional thinking. In our recent fMRI studies
[Luo and Niki, 2003], we recorded the neural activity corre-
lated with insight by providing a trigger (the solution) to
catalyze the insightful riddle solving process. Our results
showed that, relative to the resting state, insight riddle solv-
ing was associated with activities in wide cerebral areas that
critically included anterior cingulate (ACC), prefrontal cor-
tex (PFC), posterior parietal cortex, and medial temporal
lobe. We proposed that ACC might mediate processes of
breaking one’s mental set, given its well-known role in
cognitive conflict [reviewed in Botvinick et al., 2001]. We
believed that insight is a complex cognitive processing, in-
cluding the cognitive conflict between correct and incorrect
thought, and the meta-cognitive process of error awareness
when the error of one’s own way of thinking is realized.

To investigate further the temporal course of brain pro-
cesses underlying insight problem solving, we introduced
the experimental paradigm of guessing riddles into an ERP
study. We have all experienced the feeling of insight after
being given the answer to a riddle we could not solve; thus,
Aha! responses can be evoked in riddle tasks. In the present
study, interesting Chinese riddles were presented to the
participants (e.g., “The thing that is very old, but very valu-
able”). If they failed to resolve the riddle, participants re-
ported they had a feeling of insight when they saw the
correct answer (“antique”). The electrophysiologic correlates
of insight were detected by recording the electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) of the comprehension to the answer. Although
recognizing a presented solution was not quite the same as
finding a solution after having dwelled upon alternative
unsuitable approaches, our procedure did induce a process

containing the critical features of insight. Firstly, this process
occurred after an impasse state in which: (1) the information
to solve the problem was adequate; (2) the method to solve
the problem was well within the competence of the problem
solver; and (3) sufficient consideration was given to alterna-
tive approaches. Secondly, this procedure led to an Aha!
reaction in which the impasse was broken suddenly and
transformation from not knowing to knowing was attained
rapidly. The experimental procedure therefore provided us
with a good way to investigate the processes of insight or
Aha! response in problem solving using brain-imaging tech-
niques.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the
neural basis of insight or Aha! response elicited during a
guessing riddles task using high-density (64 channel) ERP
recordings. First, we wanted to know which ERP component
is involved in insight in problem solving. Riddles were used
to evoke insight or Aha! response in the present study.
Semantic processes therefore were involved in problem
solving. As an ERP component, the N400 has been used
widely to measure different aspects of language comprehen-
sion. The N400, first described by Kutas and Hillyard [1980],
was elicited in response to semantically deviant stimuli (e.g.,
“he spread the warm bread with sock” would produce an
N400 to the word sock). It is considered to reflect neural
activity associated with processes related to semantic or
lexical access to word representations [Kutus and van Pet-
ten, 1994] or, alternatively, to processes integrating word
representations with current context [Holcomb, 1993]. We
examined whether N400 can be observed in the present
study.

Second, the fMRI study by Luo and Niki [2003] found
activation of ACC during insight. ACC was proposed to be
involved in the resolution of cognitive conflict [Barch et al.,
2000; Botvinick et al., 1999, 2001; MacDonald et al., 2000; van
Veen and Carter, 2002a; van Veen et al., 2001]. This point of
view is based partially on data from studies using ERPs. The
ERP component N2 seems to increase in conditions in which
response conflict was high and has been considered to be
generated in ACC and reflect conflict detection [van Veen
and Carter, 2002a]. Another conflict-related ERP component,
error negativity (Ne) or error-related negativity (ERN), has
been proposed also to be generated in ACC [Dehaene et al.,
1994; Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Gehring et al., 2000;
Holroyd et al., 1998]. As a large negative-going peak, the
Ne/ERN was elicited after onset of the erroneous response
and was taken as an electrophysiologic index of ACC activ-
ity [Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter et al., 1998; Falkenstein et
al., 2000; Kiehl et al., 2000; Menon et al., 2001]. Because it is
thought that the N2 and ERN/Ne are generated in ACC, we
were also interested in whether N2 or ERN/Ne is obtained
during insight. Moreover, the method of dipole source lo-
calization was used to determine the neural generator of the
component involved in insight.

In summary, ERP recordings provide critical temporal
information for analyzing the functional neuroanatomy of
insight in problem solving. Bringing together the anatomic
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specificity of fMRI mapping and the time resolution of ERP
recordings makes it possible to characterize the functional
roles of specific brain areas in cognitive processes of insight.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first ERP
study to have investigated the electrophysiologic correlates
of insight in problem solving.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Participants

As paid volunteers, 14 undergraduates and graduates (8
women, 6 men) aged 19–24 years (mean age, 22.2 years)
from Peking University and Beijing Agricultural University
participated in the experiment. All participants were
healthy, right-handed, and had normal or corrected to nor-
mal vision.

Stimuli

We selected 120 riddles that were evaluated as highly
interesting and reasonable (matching with the solution to
riddles) by a group of subjects who did not participate in the
formal ERP experiment. About one-half of the 120 riddles
were very difficult and another one-half was comparatively
easy. It was not easy for participants to think the solutions to
those difficult riddles so that the insight or Aha! response
could be elicited when they knew the correct answer. For
example, to the question “The thing that is very old, but very
valuable,” the answer is “antique.” Easy riddles were also
used as controls, because participants could easily think of
solutions to these riddles and thus insight did not occur
when participants found that the feedback answer was iden-
tical to one they had thought. For instance, to the question
“Though they veil your eyes, you see clearer,” the answer is
“glasses.” The things that the answers of the riddles indi-
cated were common objects or phenomena. Participants
were familiar with these things and were willing to do this
task. The length of each question was within 20 Chinese
characters, and each answer within three Chinese characters.
The words that appeared in the questions and in the answers
were high-frequency words.

Procedure

The experimental paradigm was illustrated in Figure 1. At
first the sentence was presented in the center of screen for 8
sec followed by a 2-sec interval. Participants were instructed
to try to think the solution to the riddle within the 10 sec.
The standard answer or solution to the riddle was then
presented in the center of the screen for 2 sec, followed by a
2-sec interval. Participants were required to press the left or
right key to indicate whether they understood the meaning
of the riddle: (1) left key, the answer or solution participants
thought of was identical to the revealed one (the standard
answer); (2) right key, the answer they thought of was
different from the standard one but they believed the stan-
dard was more reasonable, or did not think of the answer by
themselves and believed the standard answer matched the
riddle. The participants did not need to press any key if they
could not understand the meaning of the standard answer,
or did not think the answer matched the riddle. If subjects
could understand the meaning of the answer, they were
required to press the button as accurately and quickly as
possible once the standard solution appeared. Only those
trials in which the answer was judged as (1) or (2) mentioned
above were included in the critical analysis. To familiarize
the participants with the procedure and pace of this task,
participants were trained with another set of similar mate-
rials in the same procedure before the formal ERP experi-
ment.

ERP Recording

The EEG was recorded from 64 scalp sites using tin elec-
trodes mounted in an elastic cap (NeuroScan Inc.), with the
reference on the left and right mastoids. The vertical elec-
trooculogram (EOG) was recorded with electrodes placed
above and below the left eye. All interelectrode impedance
was maintained below 5 k�. The EEG and EOG were am-
plified using a 0.1-40 Hz bandpass and continuously sam-
pled at 500 Hz/channel for off-line analysis. Trials with EOG
artifacts (mean EOG voltage exceeding �100 �V) and those
contaminated with artifacts due to amplifier clipping, bursts
of electromyographic (EMG) activity, or peak-to-peak de-
flection exceeding �100 �V were excluded from averaging.
A 3-D-space FASTRAK digitizer was used to record the 3-D
coordinates of each electrode and of three fiducial land-
marks (the left and right preauricular points and the nasion).

ERP Data Analysis and Statistics

EEG to answers was analyzed further and two types of
items were defined in analysis: the Aha answer and the
No-aha answer. A solution or answer was classified as an
Aha answer when participants could not solve the puzzle,
and participants understood the ambiguous sentence when
they saw the solution; or, when participants thought they
could solve the puzzle, the solution participants thought
about was different from the one revealed (the standard
answer), and participants could understand the meaning of

Figure 1.
Illustration of the guessing riddle task.
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the standard solution and thought it was better than their
own solution. A solution was classified as the No-aha an-
swer when participants solved the puzzle, and the solution
participants thought about was the same as the standard
solution.

The ERP waveforms were time-locked to the onset of the
standard answer. The averaged epoch for ERP was 1,000
msec including a 100-msec pre-answer baseline. The ERP
waves under each condition were obtained after the ERP of
the two types of items were overlapped and averaged re-
spectively. For display of scalp topography and source lo-
calization, the difference wave was obtained by subtracting
the averaged ERP of the No-aha answer from the averaged
ERP of the Aha answer.

The following 23 sites were chosen for statistical analysis:
FPz, Fz, Cz, AF3, AF4, F1, F2, F5, F6, C3, C4, FT7, and FT8
(13 sites for anterior); Pz, Oz, P1, P2, P5, P6, O1, O2, TP7, and
TP8 (10 sites for posterior). P1 was measured only from
posterior sites in the 50–150-msec time window. The visual
N1 component may have separable anterior and posterior
subcomponents. The anterior N1 and posterior N1 were thus
measured separately in the 100–130- and 120–180-msec time
windows, respectively. Mean voltages in the time window
of 250–500 msec (N380) and 500–800 msec (P300) were
measured at both anterior and posterior electrodes.

Latencies and amplitudes (baseline to peak) of the early
components (P1 and N1) and mean amplitudes in the time
window of 250–500 msec (N380) and 500–800 msec (P300)
were analyzed using two-way repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA factors were answer (two
level: Aha, No-aha), and electrode site (13 sites for anterior
N1, 10 sites for posterior N1 and P1, and 23 sites for N380
and P300). For difference wave (Aha minus No-aha), the
latencies and amplitudes of N380 (in the time window from
250–500 msec) were measured at Fz, Cz, and Pz. The P
values of all main and interaction effects were corrected
using the Greenhouse-Geisser method for repeated-mea-
sures effects.

ERP Source Analysis

Source analysis was carried out on the Aha minus No-aha
difference wave, using Curry v4.5 software (a brain electrical
source analysis software of Neurosoft, Inc.). Dipole source
localization is quite sensitive to noise [Wang and Yang,
1995]. The grand average ERP was used to get the maximal
signal–noise ratios for dipole modeling [Supek and Aine,
1993]. The mean values of these individual 3-D coordinates
of each electrode and of three fiducial landmarks (the left
and right preauricular points and the nasion) were calcu-
lated over the 14 subjects and were fed into Curry. For the
grand average data, coregistration of the ERP electrode ref-
erence frame with the MRI reference frame was accom-
plished with the average fiducial points in the ERP frame
and the fiducial landmarks identified on the head MRI of
one subject.

After the grand average ERP data, the averaged digitized
electrodes and fiducial landmarks, the head MRI of one

subject and the fiducial landmarks identified on it were fed
into Curry, a computer algorithm was automatically carried
out to calculate the best-fit sphere encompassed by the array
of electrode sites and to determine their spherical coordi-
nates. The spherical coordinates for each site averaged
across all subjects were used for ERP current density anal-
ysis and dipole source localization. In addition, spherical
coordinates were related to the corresponding digitized fi-
ducial landmarks and to fiducial landmarks identified on
the head MRI of one subject.

Source reconstruction is an inverse problem and this prob-
lem does not have a unique solution. Two different classes of
source models can be available, distributed and local
sources. Distributed sources are found using the current
density method, whereas local sources are computed by
dipole fits. In the present study, we tentatively reconstructed
the sources over the time range of 250–500 msec in a three-
shell head model using current density methods and dipole
fits method. The low-resolution electromagnetic tomogra-
phy (LORETA) method was used in current density recon-
struction. The moving dipole modeling was applied in di-
pole source analysis.

To estimate the position of the dipole source with respect
to brain anatomy and fMRI activations, the dipole coordi-
nates calculated from grand average ERP were projected
onto the MRI of one subject [Rao, et al., 2003]. The line
between the anterior (A) and the posterior (P) commissures
was identified on the subject’s MRI scan as the principal A-P
axis for the Talairach and Tournoux [1988] system, and the
3-D coordinates of the dipole were determined on the MRI
with respect to the Talairach space.

RESULTS

Behavioral Performance

In 120 riddles, mean trials for Aha answers were 56 (SE
� 3) and 44 (SE � 3) for No-aha answers. There were more
than 31 trials for each type of event in each participant. Mean
reaction times (RTs) were 2,179 msec for Aha answers (SE
� 0.12) and 919 msec for No-aha answers (SE � 0.07). RTs to
Aha answers were longer than were RTs to No-aha answers
(t13 � 12.78, P � 0.001). This indicates that participants
responded quickly when the answer they thought about was
identical to the standard one, but that they needed much
more time to understand the meaning of the standard an-
swer when it was not obtained in the riddle presentation
phase or differed from the answer they thought of.

ERPs

Early components

As shown in Figure 2, the anterior N120 and posterior
P100 and N170 were elicited by both Aha and no-aha con-
ditions. There was no main effect of the answer (Aha/No-
aha) for the anterior N120, posterior P100, and N170 com-
ponents. There was a significant electrode effect on the
posterior P100 amplitude (F(9,117) � 6.16, P � 0.01), the
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anterior N120 amplitude (F(12,156) � 4.03, P � 0.01), the
posterior N170 amplitude (F(9,117) � 5.98, P � 0.01), and
posterior N170 latency (F(9,117) � 6.80, P � 0.001), but the
answer by electrode site interaction was not significant.
Because the Aha effect was not observed in these early ERP
components, the characteristics of their scalp distributions
were not analyzed further.

N380

From ERP waveforms, we found Aha answers elicited a
more negative ERP deflection than did No-aha answers in

the time interval between 250–500 msec and in the differ-
ence waves, the peak latency of the negative component was
about 380 msec (N380) (see Fig. 2 and 3, left). Repeated
measures ANOVA showed that the mean amplitude be-
tween 250–500 msec of the Aha answer was larger than that
of No-aha answer on negative orientation (F(1,13) � 42.83, P
� 0.001). In addition, there was a main effect of electrode site
(F(22,286) � 14.85, P � 0.001), and an answer by electrode site
interaction (answer � electrode, F(22,286) � 8.43, P � 0.001).
Hemisphere effect and interaction between answer and
hemisphere did not reach significance. In the difference

Figure 2.
Grand average (n � 14) ERP to Aha and
No-aha answers at 23 electrode sites chosen
for statistical analysis. Time � 0 msec corre-
sponds to the onset of the answer presenta-
tion (AP onset). P100, N120, N170, N380,
and P300 are indicated on the waveform
plots.

Figure 3.
Left: Grand average (n � 14) ERP to Aha, No-aha answers and the difference wave (Aha minus
No-aha) at Cz, and voltage map of the difference wave at 380 msec. Right: The averaged current
density distribution of the difference wave (Aha minus No-aha) in the time range of 250–500 msec
reconstructed using the LORETA method, overlaid onto the cortex, and presented on a cut taken
at the midsagittal plane.
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waves (Aha minus No-aha answer), the peak amplitude and
latency between 250–500 msec was measured at Fz, Cz, and
Pz electrode sites and results showed that the maximal
amplitude was at Cz (mean � SE, �5.78 � 0.76 �V) and the
latency was about 380 msec (mean � SE, 379 � 5.06 msec ).
A voltage map (see Fig. 3, left) of the difference wave
showed strong activity at the frontocentral region.

P300

After the negative component, a small late positive com-
ponent (LPC) or P300 was elicited by both Aha and No-aha
answers (see Fig. 2). We measured the mean amplitude of
P300 in the time interval between 500–800 msec. Repeated
measures ANOVA showed a significant electrode effect on
the mean amplitude of P300 (F(22,286) � 8.61, P � 0.001). The
maximal mean amplitude was measured at site Pz and it
was significantly different from mean amplitudes measured
at the central (Cz) and frontal (Fz) electrodes; however,
neither the main effect of the answer (Aha/No-aha) nor
interaction of the answer and the electrode site was signifi-
cant. In contrast to the negative component N380, the Aha
effect was not observed on P300.

ERP Source Analysis: N380

The inverse source analysis based on a three-shell spher-
ical head model was carried out using Curry v. 4.5 on the
grand average difference waves between the Aha answer
and No-aha answer to locate neural generators of N380. The
current density distribution of the N380 was reconstructed
in the time range 250–500 msec using the LORETA method.
The reconstructed result overlaid onto the cortex of one
subject showed strong current density in the medial frontal
cortex (see Fig.3, right). The dipole was fitted within the time
interval of 250–500 msec without constraining orientation
and location. A single dipole model located near the ACC
was able to account for most of the variance in the observed
data for N380 (location: x, y, z � 3.8, 23.0, 14.2; residual

variance: 5.88%). Superimposing the dipole locations on a
subject brain showed that the dipole location was close to
the ACC (see Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study was designed to examine the neural
basis of the Aha! response by time course analysis of ERP.
Since there is no significant difference in these early ERP
components between Aha and No-aha events, it may indi-
cate that the visual processing occurring in the early stage is
involved equally in both types of events. As higher-level
cognitive processes, insight in problem solving probably
occurs later.

Between 250–500 msec after stimulus onset, Aha answers
evoked a more negative ERP deflection than did No-aha
answers. For the difference wave, the peak latency was
approximately 380 msec and was distributed broadly, but
with a central focus. From the topographic map and current
density map of the difference wave, we found strong activity
and current density at frontal center. This implied the N380
might have a generator in medial PFC. Temporal-spatial
dipole source analysis showed a generator located near or in
ACC. The N380 was actually the second negative compo-
nent in the waveform, and it therefore may be an N2 com-
ponent, similar to that found in other studies. The N2, ob-
served by van Veen and Carter [2002a] in the Eriksen flanker
task, is a negative wave with a latency of 340–380 msec after
target stimuli onset. In the Eriksen flanker task, the N2 was
enhanced to response-incongruent stimuli because they in-
volved high conflict. The frontocentral N2 was maximal at
Cz and was generated by ACC. They believed that the ACC
generator of the frontocentral N2 might reflect conflict de-
tection. In addition, many other studies have suggested also
that the ACC may be involved in conflict monitoring [Barch
et al., 2000; Botvinick et al., 1999, 2001; MacDonald et al.,
2000; van Veen et al., 2001]. The N380 in the present study
had similar latency, frontocentral scalp distribution, and

Figure 4.
Dipole source localization for N380 was superimposed on the MR-based head model of one subject.
The dipole indicated by arrows was located in the anterior cingulate cortex.
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source localization of ACC with the N2 as was found in the
ERP study using the Eriksen flanker task. After the question
was presented in the present riddle-guessing task, partici-
pants tried their best to answer it. No matter whether they
could resolve the riddle, a mental set was formed; thus,
when participants saw the standard answer, new and effi-
cient ways of thinking were evoked and competed with the
old mental sets. N380 therefore is probably an N2 compo-
nent and embodies cognitive conflict in breaking a mental
set.

N380 is similar with another ERP component named error
negativity (Ne) or error-related negativity (ERN) in some
aspects. The Ne is a large negative-going peak seen imme-
diately after errors, first observed by Hohnsbein and col-
leagues [1989]. Gehring and coworkers [1993] observed the
same phenomenon in error-related processes and termed it
ERN. Recent studies of ERPs provided further insights into
this component. The ERN/Ne, elicited after the onset of the
erroneous response, is maximal at frontocentral recording
sites [Botvinick et al., 2001; Falkenstein et al., 2000; Gehring
et al., 1993]. The ERN/Ne has been observed in many dif-
ferent tasks, such as a gambling task [Gehring and Wil-
loughby, 2002], a guessing task [Ruchsow et al., 2002], the
Eriksen flanker task [van Veen and Carter, 2002a], and a
go/no-go paradigm [Scheffers et al., 1996]. The ERN/Ne has
been modeled repeatedly by a single dipole source, located
in medial prefrontal areas, possibly in the ACC [Dehaene, et
al., 1994; Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Gehring et al., 2000;
Holroyd et al., 1998]. Furthermore, studies using fMRI have
also shown increased activation of the ACC during error
trials relative to correct trials [Carter et al., 1998; Kiehl et al.,
2000; Menon et al., 2001]. The ERN/Ne therefore is consid-
ered an electrophysiologic reflection of ACC functioning
that mirrors response conflict. Although both N380 and
ERN/Ne have similar frontocentral scalp distributions and
ACC generators, the differences between them are obvious.
ERN/Ne occurs immediately after error response, but N380
happens when an Aha response is evoked. Semantic pro-
cesses are involved in the guessing riddle task and the
latency of N380 therefore is longer than is ERN/Ne elicited
in comparatively simple cognitive tasks, such as the Eriksen
flanker paradigm, a gambling task, and a go/no-go para-
digm. The causes of these differences between N380 and
ERN/Ne may lie with differences between the two tasks;
however, similarity of ACC generators cannot be neglected.
N380 is also probably related to cognitive conflict because
the occurrence of insight in problem solving is based on
resolving conflict and breaking the mental set. Moreover,
both frontocentral N2 and ERN/Ne have been found to have
the same ACC generator and to reflect conflict detection
[van Veen and Carter, 2002a]. N380 may therefore be an-
other form of ERN that involves semantic processes and
relates to the cognitive conflict in breaking a mental set.

N380 also has a similar latency, scalp distribution, and
neural generator, with the ERP component evoked by
Stroop effect [Liotti et al., 2000]. In the Stroop color–word
interference task, the stimuli were words describing colors,

such as red and green, with the words presented in the
congruent color (e.g., the word red in red ink) or in an
incongruent color (e.g., the word red in green ink). Partici-
pants were instructed to decide the presentation color of the
word. The ERP for incongruent and congruent color words
diverged between 350–500 msec poststimulus, with the in-
congruent color word presenting a negative wave (peak at
410 msec) that was reduced in the ERP of the congruent
color word. The negative component of the Stroop effect had
an anterior-medial focus of scalp distribution likely gener-
ated in ACC by dipole source analysis. ACC involvement in
the Stroop color interference task was also delineated by
cognitive neuroimaging studies using fMRI and PET [Carter
et al., 1995; McKeown et al., 1998]. In the Stroop effect, the
negative ERP component probably also reflects cognitive
conflict because there is an obvious conflict between the
meaning and the color of the word. N380, therefore, may be
the same negative component observed in the Stroop effect
mirroring cognitive conflict.

Although the N380 has much in common with the above-
mentioned negative components, there remain differences in
the conflict-monitoring function of ACC, which may be the
common generator of N380 and those components. As to the
conflict-monitoring theory of ACC functions, the levels of
processing that are monitored by ACC remain debated
[Botvinick et al., 2001]. Many recent studies about ACC
functions have suggested that ACC activation occurs mainly
at the response stage, i.e., ACC is associated with informa-
tion-processing conflict that occurs at the stimulus–response
association level [van Veen and Carter, 2002b; van Veen et
al., 2001]. Some studies, however, suggest that ACC activity
can be elicited in situations without motor requirements.
ACC activity has been observed in response to conflict in-
duced by unexpected error feedback in the Wisconsin Card
Sorting Task [Monchi et al., 2001], to conflict occurring at a
conceptual level by having participants read stories that do
not form an integrated narrative [Robertson et al., 2000], or
to conflict induced when participants are instructed to in-
hibit sexual arousal while watching erotic films [Beauregard
et al., 2001]. Depending on the task, ACC activation thus
might not be limited to response conflict, but might respond
to other sources of conflict as well. In the present study,
insight occurring in problem solving based on the breaking
of unwarranted mental impasse is not the same as the con-
flict that occurs at the response level (e.g., Stroop or Eriksen
task). We hypothesize that ACC involvement is related to
the information-processing conflict occurring at the stimu-
lus–response association level, but not at the level of re-
sponse conflict. The function is to adjust the conflict between
old and new cognitive modes at the instant of insight. This
cognitive conflict has some similarity with response conflict,
i.e., just like we have a strong tendency to name the color of
a colored word according to its meaning, the old cognitive
mode in insight is highly automatic. The old cognitive mode,
which is highly automatic, thus interferes intensively with
the process of the new effective cognitive mode at the mo-
ment when insight occurs. The interference is so intense that
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an ACC effect similar to the motor conflict is produced. The
above hypothesis, which is in accordance with the present
study, is also consistent with the current, more general un-
derstanding about ACC functions.

It is important to compare the Aha effect of N380 with
N400 because N380 is in the time range of N400. N400 is
a negative deflection in the ERP, peaking at approxi-
mately 400 msec and elicited by words presented in the
absence of an appropriate sentence context [Kutas and
Hillyard, 1980, 1982, 1983]. The N400 wave is associated
with processing of semantic information that is incongru-
ent with semantic expectancy [Gunter et al., 1994;
McPherson and Holcomb, 1999; Neville et al., 1986;
Salmon and Pratt, 2002]. Findings such as these suggest
that the N400 may reflect the degree to which a word is
expected within the current semantic context. N400 was
therefore proposed to be underlying the process of seman-
tic integration. In the present guessing riddle task, similar
process could have also occurred, i.e., participants might
have formed certain expatiations when they tried to solve
the puzzle by themselves. The following answer, how-
ever, elicited a novel “script” that was different from their
expatiations. The process of semantic integration thus
might also be involved in Aha! effects and N380 might be
just the N400. The neural generator of N380 in the present
study, however, is different from that of N400 in previous
studies. Many studies have demonstrated that a number
of areas are active in N400 generation. ERP recording
from intracranial electrodes have suggested that the N400
is recorded from medial temporal lobe [Elger et al., 1997;
McCarthy et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1986], lateral temporal
lobe [Elger et al., 1997], and various temporal, frontal, and
parietal structures [Guillem et al., 1995]. Magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG) studies have also suggested tem-
poral lobe sites are involved in N400 generation [Simos et
al., 1997]. Recently, an fMRI study has also found many
cerebral regions are involved in the generation of the
N400, including bilateral inferior frontal and inferiome-
dial temporal cortex, left lateral frontal cortex, and left
posterior fusiform gyrus [Kiehl et al., 2002]. The generator
of N380 was located in ACC in the present study using the
method of dipole source localization; however, it should
be stressed that dipole source analysis is an inverse prob-
lem because there is no unique solution. Due to inherent
limitations of source localization, the brain areas implied
by source localization are only tentative. The result of
dipole source analysis therefore should be considered
with caution, because N380 could embody complex brain
processes accomplished by multiple areas and their inter-
actions. It is somewhat risky to propose that there is only
one generator to account for a high-level cognitive process
such as breaking a mental set. Regarding the involvement
of brain regions in response to insight in problem solving,
the current results only provide a model, rather than
empirical data. Furthermore, in our recent event-related
fMRI study [Luo and Niki, 2003], we found other cerebral
areas including PFC, posterior parietal cortex, and medial

temporal lobe (MTL) were activated in insight riddle solv-
ing. N380 may therefore be N400, and other brain regions
including the medial temporal lobe generator of N380
cannot be excluded.

In sum, the N380 probably reflects the breaking of a
mental set in insight problem solving, and its possible gen-
erator ACC may be related to detection of conflict between
old and new cognitive modes at the moment of insight. The
N380 may also be the N400, and related to the activity of
MTL. Although the results of the dipole source analysis tend
to support the former (that N380 probably generates in
ACC), the latter (that it may generate in other brain regions,
especially MTL) cannot be excluded due to the inherent
limitations of source localization. Further studies are needed
to address these issues.

After the negative component P300, which was dominant
at Pz, occurred in both Aha and No-aha conditions. In
contrast to N380, however, the Aha! effect was not observed
on the late positive component between 500–800 msec. P300
is the most commonly researched component of the ERP
waveform, and is elicited typically by oddball stimuli (i.e.,
those occurring only infrequently within a stream of visual
or auditory stimuli). In general, the amplitude of the P300 is
larger with stimuli that are more infrequent. On the other
hand, the latency (which can vary widely between 300–800
msec) is thought to represent the relative duration of mul-
tiprocess stimulus evaluation/classification operations
[Donchin and Coles, 1988]. One of the most prominent the-
ories regarding the cognitive basis of the P300 is that it
indexes on-line updating of working memory [Donchin and
Coles, 1988]. Some other studies suggest that P300 with
latency in the range of 500–900 msec poststimulus (some-
times this component is called the LPC, P600, or P800)
indexes recollective processes of a more elaborative nature,
based on information stored in long-term memory [Besson
et al, 1992; Smith, 1993]. In the present study, P300 might
reflect a confirmation of the subject’s understanding of the
riddles, which is based also on knowledge stored in long-
term memory, or might merely reflect the closure of the
negativity.

The present study is the first one using ERP to investigate
electrophysiologic correlates of insight in problem solving,
and the results suggest that the ERP component N380 is
probably an electrophysiologic reflection of ACC function-
ing that mirrors the cognitive conflict in the breaking of
mental set. The experimental design of the present research,
however, should be improved further. In the present study,
the Aha event includes those that can elicit strong Aha
responses and those that can only evoke weak Aha re-
sponses. Future studies will be needed to separate the two
types of events to observe whether there is any difference in
ERP recordings between strong and weak Aha responses.
Moreover, further studies should be done using both ERPs
and fMRI to determine the role of the ACC in high cognitive
functioning, and whether there are brain areas other than
ACC that are involved in insight.
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